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Abstract— Deep neural networks are parameterised by
weights that encode feature representations, whose performance
is dictated through generalisation by using large-scale feature-
rich datasets. The lack of large-scale labelled 3D medical
imaging datasets restrict constructing such generalised net-
works. In this work, a novel 3D segmentation network, Fabric
Image Representation Encoding Network (FIRENet), is proposed
to extract and encode generalisable feature representations
from multiple medical image datasets in a large-scale manner.
FIRENet learns image specific feature representations by way
of 3D fabric network architecture that contains an exponential
number of sub-architectures to handle various protocols and
coverage of anatomical regions and structures. The fabric
network uses Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) extended
to 3D to extract local and image-level features at a fine selection
of scales. The fabric is constructed with weighted edges allowing
the learnt features to dynamically adapt to the training data at
an architecture level. Conditional padding modules, which are
integrated into the network to reinsert voxels discarded by fea-
ture pooling, allow the network to inherently process different-
size images at their original resolutions. FIRENet was trained
for feature learning via automated semantic segmentation of
pelvic structures and obtained a state-of-the-art median Dice
Similarly Coefficient (DSC) score of 0.867. FIRENet was also
simultaneously trained on Magnetic Resonance (MR) images
acquired from 3D examinations of musculoskeletal elements in
the (hip, knee, shoulder) joints and a public OAI knee dataset
to perform automated segmentation of bone across anatomy.
Transfer learning was used to show that the features learnt
through the pelvic segmentation helped achieve improved mean
DSC scores of 0.962, 0.963, 0.945 and 0.986 for automated
segmentation of bone across datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep-learning-based algorithms for computer vision are
rapidly evolving and are being actively developed for medical
image analysis (MIA) in applications such as automated
image segmentation, in which fast, accurate algorithms can
offer significant advantages over expertise and resource-
intensive manual analyses, and have the potential to facilitate
disease diagnosis [1] and treatment planning [2]. However,
the development of deep learning approaches used to provide
automated MIA systems to enhance clinical decision-making
and care of patients remains an open challenge. Currently,
the use of deep learning algorithms in 2D applications such
as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [3] has already
achieved excellent accuracy and generalisability due to large-
scale learning on computer vision datasets such as [4],
[5], [6]. i.e. models can accurately interpret, classify and
perform segmentation on complex objects such as vehicles
irrespective of variations in colour, contrast, scale, shape,
orientation and object coverage. However, the use of such
deep learning approaches for 3D MIA is often hampered
by poor performance and generalisation due to the lack of
large-scale datasets.
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) such as CNNs, which are
universal function approximators parameterised by (usually
millions of) weights, have the potential to revolutionise MIA.
During training, the weights in a DNN are fine-tuned via
gradient descent according to an optimisation objective, where
these weights effectively encode the feature representations
(knowledge) the neural network has accumulated from the
training data (e.g. images). Thereby, the weights in a DNN
govern the overall performance and generalisability of the
network. However, without general intelligence, DNNs are
prone to overfitting in domains where high-quality training
data are scarce. In this paper, this problem is formalised as
the sparse sampling of training data from the problem domain
with medical image segmentation being one such domain.
The sparsely-sampled nature of labelled medical image
data is associated with 3 central factors. First, 3D images
have an order of magnitude larger sampling space compared
to 2D images due to higher-order data signals. Second,
medical image datasets used to train deep learning models
are characterised by high inter-dataset variability, which
substantially exceeds intra-dataset variability. As clinical
studies are typically highly focused, individual medical
image datasets are usually insufficient representations of
their true underlying distributions. For example, MR imaging
is commonly used for dedicated examinations of various
(selected) organs and soft tissues for the diagnosis of tissue
damage, tumors and other pathologies (which have the
capacity to generate 2D and 3D images based on a wide
range of acquisition sequences such as T1, T2, PD weighted).
Hence, medical image data from different sources may vary
in contrast, field-of-view and resolution, as well as contain
different anatomical structures and tissues, and variations
within images due to vendor-specific acquisition protocols
and sequences. Consequently, deep learning models trained
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on individual medical image datasets are unable to form
generalisable weights, which leads to poor performance and
generalisability. Third, labelled medical images are extremely
time-consuming to acquire as manual procedures such as
expert contouring is labour-intensive, and requires careful
planning and strict acquisition procedures and contouring
protocols to avoid inter-rater differences, as well as anatomical
inconsistencies such as those caused by full or empty bladders
or rectums.
Improving the performance and generalisability of deep
learning models can be achieved by obtaining weights that
encode generalisable feature representations. From a data
acquisition perspective, one needs to increase the sampling
density of the training data. In the context of MIA, one
practical solution would be multi-source sampling: combining
the data from various sources (e.g. multi-modality, multi-
sequence, multi-object (tissue) and multi-centre imaging
databases) to train a generalisable model. As an example, a
more generalisable lung segmentation model can be obtained
by training on a set of lung scans from a large number of
different sources. While much of the deep learning research
literature in MIA has narrowly focused on individual medical
image datasets that are domain-specific, the learning encoded
in the weights can be still harnessed towards building a
powerful backbone containing transferable weights.
The weights formed by training on data sampled from rich
distributions present many important applications. Transfer
learning [7] is a mechanism for utilising pre-trained weights in
different but related tasks. For example, pre-trained networks
such as ResNet [8] have been widely adopted by different
computer vision tasks to bootstrap weight initialisation. In
problem domains with sparsely sampled training data, trans-
ferred weights from a related task can introduce generalisable
knowledge that may otherwise be underrepresented in the
training set. More recently, pre-trained networks have proven
highly effective for more advanced applications such as
style transfer [9]. In MIA, a network trained on rich data
distributions also has the potential to be extremely valuable.
In this work, we propose a deep learning framework
capable of harnessing multiple medical image datasets and
different anatomical regions and tissues to learn valuable
3D feature representations specific to medical image data.
Our proposed FIRENet encodes generalisable medical image
features through a novel adaptive fabric structure for 3D
volumes. The fabric is enhanced by our Atrous Spatial
Pyramid Pooling 3D (ASPP3D) to extract and encode pow-
erful feature representations. The learning process involve
performing image segmentation on multiple medical image
datasets irrespective of acquisition procedures (e.g. modality,
sequence and resolution). FIRENet is designed for multi-
anatomy applications from the ground up and we show this
with handling multiple different bones in MR imaging. The
novel features of this network can be summarised as follows:
1) FIRENet is powered by a novel Dense Residual Fabric
(DRF) latent representation block geared towards ex-
tracting rich multi-scale features from multiple datasets
in 3D. The fabric itself contains three different-scaled
branches, and the 3D extension of the ASPP [10] that
we term ASPP3D, which is used in the fabric cells to
achieve finer control of the receptive-field sizes. DRF is
embedded in a encoder-decoder network with moderate
intermediate down-sampling, which prevents excessive
loss of high-resolution features within the Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) memory constraint.
2) The DRF is non-dataset-specific as it is an ensemble
of an exponential number of sub-architectures, gen-
eralising the concept of neural architecture search for
image segmentation. Each edge of DRF’s computational
graph is assigned a trainable weight allowing the
network to dynamically fine-tune the feature sharing
scheme, which in turn allows the entire DRF structure
to adapt to the training sets, as well as re-adapt to new
datasets. We do not use the "best" compact architecture
as AutoDeepLab [11], but use the entire fabric to
encapsulate a superposition of sub-architectures for
handling multiple datasets and anatomy. The weighted
edges of DRF are facilitated by Weighted Residual
Summation (WRS) modules, which are placed before
ASPP3D (Fig. 1) to modulate (using weights) and
aggregate input signals from predecessor cells.
3) The network can inherently process images of arbitrary
sizes despite its multi-scale nature. In networks involv-
ing intermediate resizing, pooling is often the source of
internal size inconsistencies (among the feature maps)
as the sliding window used can discard edge pixel
(voxels). In response, an Input Size Equaliser (ISE) is
employed (Fig. 1) before WRS to detect and reinsert
missing pixels (voxels) on a per input basis at runtime
through conditional minimal padding.
4) Multi-dataset learning using FIRENet facilitates many
practical applications that can exploit the learning
encoded in the feature space. In this case, 3D medical
image segmentation on multi-MR-sequence, multi-
object (tissue) and multi-centre datasets with a single
model instance.
We demonstrate these features with two feature learning
experiments performed on 3D MR datasets containing limited
training examples. In the first experiment, FIRENet was
tasked to learn features via the 3D semantic segmentation of a
prostate dataset, and it achieved expert-level performance with
a median Dice Similarly Coefficient (DSC) score of 0.867
and a median Mean Surface Distance (MSD) of 0.971mm. In
the second experiment, FIRENet was used to learn features
simultaneously from the MR scans of musculoskeletal (MSK)
regions (hip, knee, shoulder) [12], [13], [14], as well as
the open Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) knee dataset [15],
to perform 3D multi-dataset multi-bone segmentation. An
instance of the network was initialised with the weights
from the prostate experiment to introduce the learnt feature
representations. As a result of the weight transfer, an overall
validation DSC improvement (from 0.955 to 0.964) and
faster convergence were observed. Finally, feature maps
sampled from FIRENet’s intermediate outputs are visualised
Fig. 1: High level architecture diagram of FIRENet (bottom) and detailed fabric cell structure diagram (top). The base
network is an encoder-decoder architecture with 2 hierarchies of feature pooling. The convolutional depths progressively
increases as the input is pooled.
to examine the features learnt by the DRF module. The
visualisations indicate that the fabric learnt generalisable
features from the MR prostate dataset, which were shown
to be also useful for the segmentation of the OAI MR knee
dataset.
Due to the lack of publicly available data, or specialised
augmentation tools for 3D image-segmentation pairs, a data
augmentation library specifically for 3D medical image
segmentation was developed and has been made available on
GitHub1 for public use.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review important state-of-the-art meth-
ods in 2D and 3D image segmentation in the context of image
representation learning, as well as the underlying mechanisms
contributing to their success.
A. Feature Learning in CNNs for Image Segmentation
CNNs, initially designed for classification tasks [3], [16],
utilise powerful feature extractors that learn feature repre-
sentations from aggregated contextual information. Typically,
aggregating contextual information in CNNs for classification
involves consecutive pooling which projects the input onto a
lower-resolution feature space with reduced spatial awareness.
However, as image segmentation requires both contextual and
spatial awareness (global and local feature representations),
excessive pooling decreases segmentation accuracy due to the
exponential loss of image resolution and spatial information.
In response, early work such as SegNet [17] proposed an
additional decoder network which attempts to recover the
1https://github.com/SiyuLiu0329/python-3d-image-augmentation
original resolution from the feature space via un-pooling.
Later works such as U-Net [18] improve upon this idea by
employing a staged decoder with shortcuts to route high-
resolution feature maps directly to the decoder network. U-
Net has proved to be very powerful, and there have been
several U-Net based networks [19], [20], [21], [22] for
specific tasks. Contrary to these approaches, work including
those on context aggregation [23] advocate for maintaining
high-resolution feature representations throughout. Yu et al.
proposed using dilated (or atrous) convolution, which expands
the convolutional filters to learn from larger receptive fields
without requiring feature pooling (down-sampling). It has
also been shown that stacked dilated convolutional layers can
achieve exponentially increased receptive fields sizes without
requiring additional parameters [24].
Researchers have also discovered that, for image segmenta-
tion, multi-scale feature extraction [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]
can be used to learn more powerful feature representations,
hence enhancing the multi-scale reasoning abilities of CNNs.
Typically, multi-scale feature extraction divides the input into
several branches each with a different receptive field size. The
Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) in DeepLabV3 [10] is
a popular multi-scale feature extractor which utilises parallel
dilated convolution branches to achieve diverse receptive
field sizes. DeepLabV3+ [30] improves upon DeepLabV3 by
including an encoder-decoder base-network and depth-wise
separable convolution [31]. The more recent HRNet [32] is
another exceptionally successful example. However, instead
of using dilated convolution, HRNet simply uses pooling with
different rates and normal convolution to achieve multi-scale
feature extraction. Multi-scale networks like DeepLabV3 and
HRNet are, in essence, ensembles of different-scaled features
and have been shown to improve the accuracy on complex
segmentation tasks substantially.
The continuous evolution of CNNs resulted in the exponen-
tial expansion of the hyper-parameter search space. To design
a capable CNN architecture, exhaustive search is no longer
feasible. This problem gives rise to a class of CNNs [33],
[34], [35] that seek to encapsulate an exponential number
of possible sub-architectures. These networks use interlaced
convolutional layers with shared weights, and gradient descent
is used to fine-tune the weight sharing scheme between
components. More recently, AutoDeepLab [11] demonstrated
explicit architecture search via gradient descent. It uses
connections between cells that are weighted using trainable
parameters. After training, AutoDeepLab removes weak
connections to reveal a compact architecture tuned on the
training set. The leftover compact architecture was found
to be as competent as many hand-crafted state-of-the-art
architectures.
B. Traditional Medical Image Segmentation Methods
Prior to the wide adoption of CNNs for MIA, medical
image segmentation is dominated by traditional methods such
as thresholding [36], Statistical Shape Models (SSMs) [13]
and atlas based methods [37], many of which rely on hand-
crafted features. For example, multi-atlas approaches have
been used for prostate segmentation [38] by fusing these
labels with methods such as majority voting, SIMPLE [39]
or others. Dowling et al. [37] recently showed how a multi-
atlas approach can be used to accurately segment multiple
objects from pelvic MR images for MR-alone treatment
planing. Deformable models and machine learning have been
successful in the 3D segmentation of MR images in a number
of areas including the (individual) bones [40], [12] and the
prostate [41].
SSM multi-object segmentation methods have also been
developed [42], [43]. However, SSMs are very sensitive to
initialisation. Determining the shape surfaces for training
the model can be very challenging as well due to the
complex nature of anatomical shapes that require sophisticated
methods [44]. The shape model itself, can also be severely
limited by a lack of imaging information that has only recently
been solved [40], [12].
C. CNN-based Medical Image Segmentation Methods
As CNNs are designed to learn rich representations directly
from image data, many of the state-of-the-art CNNs have
been extended for 3D medical image segmentation. Some
notable contributions include the 3D U-Net [45] and V-
Net [46]. As 3D convolution is higher-order than regular
2D convolution, compromises and workarounds are often
required to fit 3D adaptations of large 2D models into GPU
memory. For example, 3D U-Net is heavily shrunk down
from the original 2D implementation of U-Net in terms of the
number of parameters. However, overly simplifying a CNN
architecture can significantly limit its learning capacity and
lead to underfitting. 2.5D CNNs [47], [48] have been proposed
to avoid the use of 3D convolution. Instead, they operate on
2D slices extracted from the input volume leaving headroom
for more complex models. The downside, however, is that 2D
convolution can only extract weak features representations
from 3D images. Patch-based methods [49], [50] provide
alternative solutions by training networks on small 3D
patches of the input volume. However, as patch extraction
limits the size of the observable context, earlier patch-based
implementations such as [49] usually result in sub-optimal
performance and are prone to block artefacts if not carefully
constructed. Recently, patch-based methods have evolved
into more sophisticated forms [51], [52] delivering expert
levels of performance, while being memory efficient and
requiring little or no augmentation, but at the cost of longer
inference times. In the meantime, the versatility of deep neural
networks also gives rise to a class of hybrid networks that
marries traditional methods and CNNs. [53] uses an SSM in
the image segmentation pipeline and achieved state-to-the-
art results on the OAI dataset. Work including [54], [55]
demonstrated ways to incorporate domain knowledge such
as shape priors into deep learning models.
D. Transfer Learning in Medical Image Analysis
Transfer learning [7] is a procedure to adopt the encoded
feature representations of a pre-trained network. It brings
tangible benefits including improved performance, generalis-
ability and convergence. In 2D image processing, there have
been several ubiquitous backbone networks [8], [16] with
weights pre-trained on large-scale datasets such as [56]. In
MIA, transfer learning is especially useful as medical image
data are often sparsely sampled from their distributions. [57],
[58], [59], [60], [61] have all demonstrated that pre-trained
weights can be generalised and adopted by other tasks for
better performance, especially if the target task is related
to the source task. [60] and [62] have even shown that the
weights from models trained on 2D general images can be
helpful in medical image segmentation tasks. Though in some
cases, random initialisation may outperform transfer learning
from unrelated tasks.
E. The Dense Residual Fabric Network
FIRENet is a general 3D network that can learn features
from all datasets intended for medical image segmentation.
It employs multi-scale fabric latent representations block
as it generally encapsulates an exponential number of sub-
architectures, hence, alleviating the need for explicit dataset-
specific architecture design. Unlike static fabric networks
such as[35], [33], [34], all the connections in FIRENet are
adjustable via trainable weights for a new level of adapt-
ability. Each fabric cell contains an ASPP3D for multi-scale
feature extraction and instance normalisation for improved
convergence stability. As FIRENet may theoretically be used
to simultaneously learn from hundreds of different-scaled
datasets, utilising ASPP3D in an already multi-scaled latent
module provides a finer collection of receptive field sizes for
multi-scale feature extraction.
While architecture search methodology used in Au-
toDeepLab produced promising results, it is not suitable
for multi-dataset feature learning as the architecture search
is performed based on specific data distributions. Removing
connections based on the resulting weights limits the learning
capacity and re-adaptability of the model on future datasets.
Therefore, FIRENet focuses on the architecture-level feature
adaptation of the entire network rather than architecture
search.
The fabric is embedded in a 2-stage encoder-decoder base
network to balance the trade-off between learning capacity
and memory usage. Alternative patch-based architectures
were considered for better memory efficiency. However, they
can potentially introduce additional parameters in the pre-
processing and post-processing stage, most of which, such
as sampling-rate and patch-size, are dataset-specific. For the
same reason, hybrid approaches were not considered for the
task at hand.
Finally, many of the transfer learning work reviewed such
as [61] implied a fixed input-size. In the present work, a
crucial requirement must be established to ensure inherent
multi-dataset feature learning: the network must be capable of
processing different-sized images at their native resolutions,
all in a end-to-end manner.
III. METHODS
In this section, we introduce the proposed network archi-
tecture, its implementation, training pipeline and experiment
setups in detail.
A. Network Architecture
1) Feature-Cell: The Dense Residual Fabric (DRF)
(Fig. 2a) is the latent feature representation module of
FIRENet. The fabric consists of inter-weaved 3D Feature-
Cells (denoted ψ). Each Feature-Cell has three major com-
ponents (as Fig. 1): Input Size Equaliser (ISE), Weighted
Residual Summation (WRS) and Atrous Spatial Pyramid
Pooling 3D (ASPP3D).
ISE: Input Size Equaliser (ISE) is used to enforce size
consistency among the output feature maps from predecessor
cells. As DRF exchanges different-scaled intermediate outputs
among its cells, feature merging operations such as element-
wise summation may fail due to inconsistent feature map
sizes. Specifically, when a feature map undergoes pooling,
edge pixels (voxels) are discarded if its dimensions are not
divisible by the pooling rate. As FIRENet has no pre-defined
input-size at compile time, The discarded edge pixels (voxels)
are subject to changes in the input image size at runtime,
and can cause the subsequent WRS to fail. Thus, we employ
an ISE at the start of each Feature-Cell. The role of ISE
is to detect feature maps with discarded pixels and apply
padding to compensate. The maximum amount of padding
allowed is 1 pixel per dimension and is found to be sufficient
for a pooling rate of 2. As FIRENet assumes no pre-defined
input size at compile time, ISE uses runtime flow-control
operations to conditionally apply padding or even cropping.
WRS: The subsequent WRS fuses the size-equalised
feature maps from ISE. As Fig. 2b shows, the pixel intensity of
each WRS input is scaled by its associated sigmoid-activated
weight before merging with others. The weights are uniformly
sampled from {[-0.03, 0.03]} and are trainable via gradient
descent. WRS gives the network the flexibility to determine
the optimal connection strengths between components. This
form of architecture-level adaptation alleviates the need for
explicit feature extraction path design.
ASPP3D: The third component, the ASPP3D (Fig. 2b),
aims to provide the cell with multi-scale feature learning
capability. Many multi-scale networks like HRNet can only
extract features at a limited number of unique scales. With
ASPP3D, we can drastically increase this number to prepare
the fabric for an unforeseeable number of possible different
feature sizes. For instance, given a DRF implementation with
three branches, using Feature-Cells with dilation rates of 1,
2 and 4 yields nine unique receptive field dimensions of 3, 5,
6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 20 and 28, which would otherwise require
nine dedicated branches without ASPP3D.
2) Dense Residual Fabric Module: The Dense Residual
Fabric (DRF) (Fig. 2a) can be viewed as an ensemble of an
exponential number of different sub-networks with shared
features. We span the fabric with two axes: a width axis
W representing the number of different-scaled branches, a
depth axis N representing the fabric’s network-wise depth.
For a given 3D input of scale s, the fabric first splits it
into w ∈W parallel branches using strided-convolution. The
resulting scale sj of each branch satisfies sj = s2j−1 , j ∈{1, ..., w}. Each branch is then separately processed through
n ∈ N Feature-Cells (denoted ψ) to progressively learn
features at different scales. To enable intermediate sharing
of multi-scale features, the output of an Feature-Cell ψ(i,j),
where i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j ∈ {1, ..., w}, is fed into
subsequent cells ψ(i+1,j), ψ(i+1,j+1), and ψ(i+1,j−1) using
WRS. Strided-convolution and bi-linear up-sampling are
used to resize feature maps to their target sizes as needed.
We avoid transpose convolution as it has been shown to
produce checkerboard artefacts [63]. The channel depths
{c(i,j)|i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j ∈ {1, ..., w}} of the Feature-
Cells are distributed following the geometry of a pyramid
- increasing towards the mid-point of the lowest resolution
branch (ψ(i=n/2, j=w)) of the fabric. Let C be DRF’s input
channels, then the number of channels of any cell in the first
half of the fabric (from i = 0 to i = n2 ) can be defined as
c(i,j) = min(C × 2i−1, C × 2j−1). The number of channels
of the cells in the second half of the fabric then gradually
shrinks along N mirroring the first half. At the end of the
fabric, the different-scaled parallel branches are merged using
WRS to form an output of the original scale s.
3) Dense Residual Connections: [8] showed that network
depth is positively correlated to training difficulty. We include
supplementary residual shortcuts (Fig. 2c) to densely connect
the cells in the fabric. That is, in addition to the different-
scaled features for the immediate previous layers, each cell
ψ(i,j) receives shortcut signals from all other proceeding
cells with compatible channel sizes ({ψ(ˆi,j)| iˆ ∈ {0, ..., i−
(a) Structure of the Dense Residual Fabric module. Feature-Cells are denoted ψ(i,j) where i and j enumerate the number of Feature-Cell
along the network’s depth (N) and the number of branches (W) of the fabric, respectively. Cells are coloured based on the number of
channels of each cell.
(b) Detailed Feature-Cell configuration. The number of channels is governed by the location (i, j) of the cell in the fabric.
(c) Example dense shortcut arrangement in the Residual Fabric. A shortcut connection is only established if the layers involved have the
same number of channels. This arrangement is applied to every branch of the fabric.
Fig. 2: DRF feature representation model. (a) Structure of DRF. (b) Detailed cell architecture. (c) Example residual connections
used in the fabric.
2}, c(ˆi,j) = c(i,j)} where c stands for number of channels)
as illustrated in Fig. 2c.
4) Instance Normalisation and Dropout: Feature map nor-
malisation techniques [64], [65], [66] have been extensively
studied and utilised to improve convergence. In our work, we
use instance normalisation [65] instead of batch normalisation
to prevent undesirable batch-wise correlations as the training
examples are sampled from different datasets. In the proposed
model, instance normalisation is applied after convolution
and before non-linear activation. A dropout with a 50 per
cent rate is used after every non-linearity. Our initial results
show FIRENet with dropouts consistently produced better
results.
5) Encoder-decoder Backbone: Even though the consen-
sus in the literature is to maintain high-resolution feature
representations throughout the network, high-resolution 3D
networks require an order of magnitude more processing
power and memory. We embed the DRF in a limited encoder-
decoder base (Fig. 1) with WRS passing features from the
encoder to the decoder via shortcuts. The encoder and the
decoder have the same number of convolutional blocks. Each
block is a residual unit [8] with two convolutions followed by
max-pooling. A convolutional layer is added to each encoder-
to-decoder shortcut to reduce semantic gaps [19].
6) Instantiation Parameters: The encoder contains two
convolutional blocks of 32 and 64 channels, respectively.
The encoded representation of the input is passed to a DRF
instantiated with W = 3, N = 4 and C = 64. Each Feature-
Cell has three parallel branches with dilation rates of 1, 2 and
4, respectively. Finally, the fabric output is passed through
two decoder blocks with 64 and 32 channels respectively to
arrive at the network’s output. The shortcut convolutional
layers used for semantic gap reduction have the same depths
as their corresponding encoder or decoder blocks.
7) Training Pipeline: We develop a 3-stage training
pipeline to enable the architecture-level feature adaptation.
Since tuning the WRS weights in early epochs can pre-
maturely influence the strengths and stability of the back-
propagated signal into different network components, we
divide the training process into the following three stages.
Stage 1. Train FIRENet with all WRS weights frozen for
20 epochs.
Stage 2. Unfreeze the WRS weights in the fabric allowing
the fabric to tune the connections between cells. This training
stage lasts for another 20 epochs.
Stage 3. Unfreeze all the remaining WRS weights and
train until converged.
The model was trained by minimising the basic cross-
entropy loss using Adam optimiser [67]. The target class’s
validation DSC was monitored during training and the weights
from the best performing epoch were saved.
8) Experiment Setups: A set of two 3D MR imaging seg-
mentation experiments were conducted to examine FIRENet
for feature representation learning. All the deep learning
models were trained using an NVIDIA Tesla V100 (32GB)
GPU for a maximum duration of 3 days. 3-fold validation is
used to control experimental bias and the evaluation metrics
used to report the experiment results are Dice Similarly
Coefficient (DSC) [68] and Mean Surface Distance (MSD).
Experiment I: Prostate MR Imaging Segmentation:
As ISE and WRS are non-standard network components,
a prostate MR imaging segmentation experiment was used
to verify FIRENet’s performance on single-dataset semantic
segmentation tasks, which also indirectly verifies its feature
learning ability. The 3D MR imaging prostate dataset was
derived from an 8-week clinical study for prostate cancer ra-
diotherapy treatment and the training data contained 211 MR
examinations from 39 patients. The images are 256×256×128
in size and semantically labelled with five foreground classes:
body, bone (pelvic and hip), urinary bladder, rectum and
prostate. The ground truth (manual segmentation) of the
prostate dataset has an average inter-observer overlap of 0.84
for the prostate class. Dowling et al. [37] used an atlas-based
automatic segmentation method to determine the prostate
volume and achieved a median DSC of 0.82 and MSD of
0.204mm. One issue of the atlas-based method was the slow
run time, which took up to an hour per image. Chandra et
al. [43] used a shape model-based method on the same dataset
and achieved a similar median DSC of 0.81 while speeding
up the inference process drastically (10 minutes per image).
In the present work, the MR examinations are divided into
three train-validation groups by patient case to prevent data
leakage. A 3D U-Net [45] and a V-Net [46] were trained
for performance comparison against our FIRENet. All the
models were trained using the same metric and loss function.
It is worth noting that both of the traditional automatic
segmentation methods used leave-one-out for validation. The
models trained in the present work, in theory, should be at
a disadvantage as it only relies on 2/3 of the dataset for
training.
Experiment II: Multi-dataset Bone Segmentation: The
bone segmentation tasks were undertaken as a proof of
concept for large-scale feature learning via multi-dataset
segmentation. FIRENet was trained simultaneously on 4 3T
MR imaging musculoskeletal datasets: Knee [13], shoul-
der [14], hip [12] and OAI ZIB Knee [53] in an effort
to learn general feature representations that facilitate the
accurate bone segmentation of the four datasets. A second
instance of FIRENet (FIRENet-T), initialised with the weights
from the prostate experiment, was trained to exploit the
commonalities in the feature representation space. The main
challenge of this experiment is that the combined MR imaging
dataset contains images with 12 different resolutions, which
FIRENet overcomes with its input-size invariance property.
To quantitatively assess the importance of this property, an
equivalent network (FIRENet-F) with a fixed-sized input-
layer was trained for comparison. The fixed-sized network
was an exact copy of FIRENet, but the inputs’ resolutions
were scaled to the average (143×201×186) of the 4 datasets
then restored in post-processing. Another challenge is data
imbalance: the four sub-datasets have unequal numbers (62,
25, 53 and 507) of training examples. In response, a 3-fold
split was performed on the four datasets separately. During
training, the four datasets are enumerated, and a random
training example is sampled each training step.
Data Augmentation: To increase the diversity of the
training data, we apply 3D data augmentation to image-
segmentation pairs using our augmentation library. The
augmentation methods used to train our models are translation,
rotation, affine transformation and elastic deformation [18].
The augmentation parameters are sampled from a truncated
normal distribution within {[1, -1]}.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results from the MR Imaging Prostate
Segmentation and Multi-dataset Bone Segmentation exper-
iments are presented and discussed within the context of
large-scale feature learning from medical image data.
A. Experiment I: MR Imaging Prostate Segmentation Results
Table I shows the median DSC and MSD results for
baseline (week-0) volumetric segmentation of the prostate,
urinary bladder, rectum, (pelvic and hip) bones and body
component across the different automated segmentation
approaches compared with the manual segmentation results
from the MR imaging prostate dataset. Overall, all of the
automated segmentation methods, except V-Net, achieved
over 0.8 median DSC on the prostate class. The FIRENet
had a significantly higher median prostate DSC (0.867) value
than the SSM based [43], atlas-based [37] and the 3D U-
Net (0.855). The computed MSDs showed the same overall
TABLE I: Prostate dataset semantic segmentation results. Metrics are median DSC and median MSD(in mm). V-Net
produced very inconsistent results on sparse classes such as prostate and rectum and has been omitted from the table.
Method Prostate Bladder Rectum Bone BodyDSC MSD DSC MSD DSC MSD DSC MSD DSC MSD
Atlas-based [37] 0.820 2.040 0.900 3.260 0.850 2.160 0.920 1.330 0.999 0.310
SSM [43] 0.810 2.080 0.873 2.771 0.788 2.425 0.810 - 0.940 -
3D U-Net [45] 0.855 1.124 0.959 0.547 0.874 1.089 0.924 0.800 0.984 0.488
FIRENet 0.867 0.971 0.963 0.519 0.890 0.827 0.931 0.723 0.989 0.337
Average Inter-observer Overlap(n=3) 0.840 1.980 0.950 0.910 0.820 1.980 - - - -
Fig. 3: Violin plot for the baseline (week-0) prostate DSC results. The median DSC scores have been marked.
pattern in regards to the performance of these methods. the
violin plot shown in Fig. 3, shows how FIRENet outperforms
3D U-Net in terms of its DSC distribution being relatively
sparse in the low DSC range (below 0.8). In the prostate
dataset, there is an extreme outlier characterised by its lack
of object separation and a clear boundary. U-Net performed
poorly with a 0.29 DSC for the prostate on this particular
case. As Fig. 4, it also completely missed the relatively full
urinary bladder. FIRENet provided more accurate estimates
on both the prostate (DSC=0.61) and bladder.
V-Net produced very inconsistent results likely due to its
sensitivity to the choice of loss function. To avoid bias, all of
the experiments used the same standard cross-entropy loss,
which differs from the DSC loss used by V-Net.
Fig. 4: Visualisation of segmentation results from manual
segmentation (left), FIRENet (middle) and U-Net (right). Two
cases representative of "above average" and "average" results
and one outlier case are presented.
B. Experiments II: Multi-dataset Bone Segmentation from
MR Imaging Examinations of the Knee, Hip and Shoulder
Joints
Table IIa and IIb provide the mean and poorest DSC scores
for segmentation of bone volume obtained using FIRENet, its
fixed-sized variant (FIRENet-F), transfer learning (FIRENet-
T). Despite only relying on one set of weights to encode
features from 4 datasets, FIRENet obtained average DSC
scores of over 0.9 for bone segmentation across all 4 datasets.
This indicates the learning of more generalisable features (than
features obtained using individual datasets). The mean DSC
result for the RDFNet-T approach (0.986) on the OAI ZIB
dataset is comparable to the state-of-the-art benchmark [53]
of 0.986, which was obtained using a CNN but aided with
a shape model. It is worth noting the method used by [53]
has a "run" time of approximately 9 mins, whereas FIRENet
has a throughput of 1 (similarly sized) image per second.
From FIRENet-F’s mean and poorest DSC results, there was
a significant performance disadvantage compared to FIRENet
and FIRENet-T. This was because FIRENet-F enforces a fixed
input-size, which resulted in the loss of image integrity from
re-scaling in the pre-processing and post-processing stages.
Comparing FIRENet-T to FIRENet, FIRENet-T produced
better average DSC results for bone segmentation across
all 4 sub-datasets. The poorest DSC results indicate some
degree of improvement across three of the four sub-datasets.
It was observed that FIRENet-T approaches convergence at
a faster rate than the randomly initialised FIRENet across
all three validation splits. This is shown in the convergence
plot (Fig. 5). The improved convergence and final results
indicate that the learning from the MR prostate dataset was
successfully generalised and adopted by FIRENet-T in the
automated segmentation of bones in MR images of the knee,
hip and shoulder joint.
Fig. 5: Early convergence (50 epochs) plots of FIRENet and FIRENet-T. FIRENet-T consistently showed accelerated
convergence especially in the first 30 epochs.
TABLE II: Validation set DSC results.
(a) Mean validation set bone DSC results of 3D musculoskeletal hip
(MSKH), knee (MSKK), shoulder (MSKK) datasets and the OAI
dataset. The knee segmentation work by [13] divides the bone class
into patella (P), tibia (T) and femur (F). The shoulder segmentation
work by [14] divides the bone class into humerus (H) and Scapula
(S).
Method MSKH MSKK MSKS OAI Overall
FIRENet-F 0.930 0.943 0.903 0.964 0.935
FIRENet 0.954 0.961 0.923 0.985 0.955
FIRENet-T 0.962 0.963 0.945 0.986 0.964
CNN + SSM [53] - - - 0.986 -
SSM [12] 0.950 - - - -
SSM [13] -
0.952(P)
0.952(T)
0.862(F)
- - -
SSM [14] - - 0.926(H)0.837(S) - -
(b) Worst validation set DSC results of FIRENet-F, FIRENet and
FIRENet-T.
Method MSKH MSKK MSKS OAI ZIB
FIRENet-F 0.822 0.883 0.813 0.950
FIRENet 0.857 0.910 0.825 0.968
FIRENet-T 0.870 0.907 0.900 0.973
The results acquired using traditional methods [12], [13],
[14] are also included in Table 4. The high DSC scores from
the deep-learning-based methods provide good evidence that
they performed well on the bone datasets.
C. Activation Map Visualisation
In this section, the intermediate feature maps are visualised
and presented to provide insights into the contributing factors
to FIRENet’s performance and feature learning process (a
feature map reveals the features that excite the neurons in a
particular layer).
Feature Generalisation: The numeric results from Exper-
iment II (FIRENet-T) indicate that the weights in FIRENet
were generalised to the bone segmentation task through fine-
tuning. Besides quantitative results, qualitatively analysis was
conducted to assess the usefulness of the transferred weights.
This was done by obtaining a trained instance of the FIRENet
(without any fine-tuning) from Experiment I and passing OAI
ZIB data through it in inference mode. The intermediate
features maps from the fabric module are visualised as Fig. 6.
It can be shown that, despite OAI ZIB being an unseen
dataset, the activation maps contain useful features crucial
for knee segmentation. Across many feature maps, prominent
activation highlighting the knee bones as well as cartilages
were observed. Understandably, the activation becomes less
legible as the layers progress deeper because deeper layers
of CNNs extract higher-level features.
Fig. 6: Activation maps sampled from the output of cells
ψ(1,1), ψ(2,1), ψ(3,1) and ψ(4,1). The weights are trained using
the prostate data and the input used to generate these activation
maps is a knee MR image from the OAI ZIB dataset.
Fig. 7: Example intermediate feature maps of a hip bone
enhanced by WRS by incorporating information from other
parallel branches.
WRS Feature Augmentation: The fabric latent module
exchanges multi-scale feature representations across its par-
allel branches via WRS. Our hypothesis is that the WRS
in each cell performed feature map augmentation by filling
in features from neighbouring branches. To examine this
Fig. 8: Activation maps sampled from dilated convolution branches (part of ASPP3D) from cells ψ(3,1), ψ(3,2) and ψ(3,3).
RF refers to the effective receptive field size as a result of different scales and dilation rates. The parallel dilated convolution
branches are fused using 1× 1× 1 convolution to form the ASPP3D output.
hypothesis, the activation maps before and after WRS are
visualised and some samples are presented in Fig. 7. As per
Fig. 7A, B and D, WRS is shown to augment (enhance the
definition) of certain features by incorporating activations
from parallel branches. As a result, more prominent shape
outlines can be observed across many of the feature maps.
As per Fig. 7C, WRS may also "clean up" the input by
subtracting "extraneous" signal intensity. In this case, WRS
removed noise-like artefacts that share little correlation to a
more "faithful" output of the underlying objects of interest.
It was also observed that, in some cases, WRS leaves some
of the activation maps untouched.
ASPP3D: The latent fabric of FIRENet used in present
work extracts features at 9 unique scales without needing to
maintain 9 dedicated parallel branches. Fig. 8 shows activation
maps for each of the 9 scales given a hip MR scan. It
can be seen that the detected features become increasingly
abstract as the receptive field size increases. The same trend
continues after the parallel feature maps are fused into 3
main branches: the high and mid resolution branches show
the outlines of bones and the low-resolution branch is more
abstract showing weak spatial correlations. This is because
the high-resolution path preserves most of the image details
while the lower resolution paths focus more on image-level
information. While 3 of the feature maps share very similar
effective receptive field sizes (RF=5, 6 and 7), the features
extracted from them are completely different. This indicates
that the network incorporates different feature representations
9 different scales when constructing the three different-scaled
fabric branches.
D. Implications of Size Invariance
While the idea of multi-dataset like transfer learning is
not new, FIRENet optimises the process as a result of its
input size invariance property. For our experiments, only the
number of output classes were modified when transferring
FIRENet from the prostate dataset to the bone dataset. The
rest of the network’s structure (including weights) and all its
hyper-parameters remained untouched.
E. Future Work
The feature representations encoded by FIRENet’s fabric
can be further enriched by incorporating additional datasets.
In future work, FIRENet can take advantage of a semi-
online learning pipeline involving an expanding collection
of datasets. In addition to learning generalisable features
through image segmentation, one can expand the learning
objective of FIRENet by including additional prediction heads
at the end of the fabric model. The prediction heads can
used in tasks (other than image segmentation) that exploit
the commonalities in the feature space. Example usage of
the predication head can be the laterality detection of knee
joint scans and bounding box regression. It is also possible
to carry out feature learning via multi-task learning where
both the decoder output and the prediction head are used
simultaneously.
V. CONCLUSION
Obtaining a well-formed set of weights that encode rich and
generalisable feature representations is paramount in many
deep-learning-based MIA tasks. As MIA is a field where
labelled data are sparsely sampled, we advocate for large-
scale feature learning involving as many labelled medical
image datasets as there is available. A novel architecture
FIRENet was proposed to learn and encode generalisable
feature representations via large-scale 3D medical image
segmentation. FIRENet is equipped with a state-of-the-art
DRF module enhanced with ASPP3D for superior feature
learning capacity and multi-scale reasoning ability, which are
critical for extracting features from multiple datasets. One
crucial property of FIRENet is its invariant to changes in
the input size, which eliminates the need for destructively
resizing the input, and in turn preserves the integrity of the
input image. Combined with its smaller hyper-parameter space
(than other approaches involving complex pipelines) FIRENet
enables inherent large-scale feature learning involving any
number of datasets. In future work, the training pipeline of
FIRENet will be continually expanded to include additional
datasets as well as tasks beyond image segmentation (image
classification and regression). This process will allow the
network to encode richer and more general knowledge that
can substantially benefit other related tasks.
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